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Will - I claim the energy of Will now. I use Will to choose to be
the “ Best Christ I can Be” daily and in that moment of
challenge.
August often is the last big push on vacations before the back
to school season begins. With Covid-19 restrictions being
reduced many have decided “we Will travel now; sell a home to
buy in a new area, check something o the bucket list. We are
hungry to catch up on seeing,“our people”, like new family members, elders,
long awaited reunions, graduations, weddings, and having kids going to summer
camps again. Will is number 8 of our twelve powers it is our power of Choosing,
Commitment to that choice and the highest level is our Willingness to be open
to the ow of Divine Ideas even when they may a bit di erent than our own.
Choosing: The choosing power of Will is our natural desire for one possibility
among the in nite possibilities; we see it and choose It.” Our Desire is the
energy that drives the choice-making process. Often desire can spring up from
dissatisfaction. We can not get what we do not desire or want. It is not that the
Universe says No, it is because it is not in our view. When we do see our desire
can use the choosing power of Will. “I can claim the ability to desire one
possibility from the in nite possible options and select IT. “
In 2019 we planned “our bucket list” trip to Alaska for 2020 and it was canceled
twice. Yes, we were disappointed. We desired to have a trip even if it was for
2021. We chose to look and nd something else.
Commitment : to commit is to use the sustaining energy of will power to follow
the leads you are given to take deliberate intentional action. The Universe
provides in nite possibilities. We resolved to seek out a new trip. That
commitment placed us on a particular path. We desired to nd something that
called us to our new trip. That action of commitment to that path harnessed
spiritual power. The Universe forces of creation are unleashed to ful ll what is
now in our view …our desire.
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Willingness: Commitment is the power that sustains Will and willingness is fuel
which makes commitment possible. Our use of Will is what we use to make our
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choice. The willing spirit is the ability to welcome new experiences and receive
the gifts it brings. Our action of allowing is cooperating with rather than trying to
control the ow of divine ideas. Willingness can be said to be the antidote for
willfulness.
We were still looking to replace the trip that got cancelled with a trip like it.
When we were approached by dear friends to revisit a trip we had taken
together years earlier, which was great then. It had openings. It was highly
rated in quality, performance and very good Covid protocol. We accepted this
new idea, brought to us. That trip came together quickly, sharing it with the dear
friends who brought the idea up. We brought it to family who had never had the
experience before. Alaska 2020 and then 2021 became Grand Canyon 2021.
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The energy of Will, became a special trip for us with old friends, relatives and
now a few special new friends. Covid is not over, but your Will can nd special
alternatives to your new normal as it did for us. Find a way to use your Will.

